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Abstract. A novel Cluster Heads (CH) choosing algorithm based on both 
Minimal Spanning Tree and Maximum Energy resource on sensors, named 
MSTME, is provided for prolonging lifetime of wireless sensor networks. 
MSTME can satisfy three principles of optimal CHs: to have the most energy 
resource among sensors in local clusters, to group approximately the same 
number of closer sensors into clusters, and to distribute evenly in the networks 
in terms of location. Simulation shows the network lifetime in MSTME excels 
its counterparts in two-hop and multi-hop wireless sensor networks. 

1   Introduction 

Recent advancements in wireless communications and electronics have made the de-
velopment of low-cost, low-power smart wireless sensors available [1-3]. Tens or 
hundreds of sensors can be deployed in observation environment to sense physical pa-
rameters that are sent to the Base Station (BS) to provide useful knowledge for people 
[4-6]. Because sensors have limited battery resource and wireless communications 
consume large number of energy, energy efficiency of the communication is most im-
portant in the wireless sensor networks [7,8]. 

The energy consumed by wireless communications is related with the number of 
transmitting data and transmitting distance [9]. Optimal routes can achieve the mini-
mal average transmitting distance. Furthermore, with only limited computing abilities, 
sensors can fuse data by compressing or getting rid of redundancy to reduce the num-
ber of data and then send the user-cared knowledge to BS [9]. Thus, sensors are clus-
tered into several clusters and some sensors are chosen as Cluster Heads (CH) to do 
the fusing and middle-transferring jobs. However, different transmitting distances and 
different jobs of non-CH sensors and CHs bring different energy dissipation. Thus, all 
the sensors should work as a team and evenly distributing energy dissipation to pro-
long the whole network lifetime that is defined as the Time before the First sensor 
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Node Dies (TFND). Also, the Ratio of TFND and the Time before All sensor Nodes 
Die (TAND), RTT, is used to evaluate the effectiveness of evenly distributing energy 
dissipation. Therefore, network lifetime is determined by both energy efficiency and 
effectiveness of evenly distributing energy dissipation. 

Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) [9-11] gives an elegant 
scheme for evenly distributing energy dissipation. Base Station Controlled Dynamic 
Clustering Protocol (BCDCP) [12] improves LEACH by reducing the transmitting 
distances and balancing the number of sensors in clusters [13]. LEACH and BCDCP 
show network lifetime can be improved further in four aspects: better closeness of 
sensors in each cluster (Closer), the same number of sensors in each cluster (Same 
Number), CHs with the most energy resource (Maximum Energy) and locations of 
CHs are distributed evenly (Even Location). LEACH and BCDCP do well in Maxi-
mum Energy and in both Closer and Same Number, respectively. This paper proposes 
a CH-choosing method, Minimal Spanning Tree (MST) and Maximum Energy re-
source on sensors determining CHs (MSTME), to do best in all the four aspects. 

2   MSTME CH Choosing Algorithm  

MSTME CH choosing algorithm is given in Table 1. The main goal is to choose ex-
pected number, NCH, of CHs, which satisfy all of the four optimal principles. Then, 
non-CH sensors affiliate their closest CHs and thus clusters are formed. MSTME is 
reasonable for clustering while evenly distributing energy dissipation in wireless  
sensor networks. Firstly, MST connects all CH candidates with the minimal edges. 
Wherever the edge is broken, the nodes in the same split sub trees are closer. Because 
non-candidate sensors support the nearest CH candidates, CH candidates may dele-
gate their supporters in terms of locations. Thus, sensors in the same clusters formed 
by MSTME are closer to each other. Also approximately the same number of sup-
porters in each CH candidate subset ensures nearly the same number of sensors clos-
est to the CH in this subset. At last, any nodes in MST are high-energy sensors. 
Therefore, MSTME synthetically does well in the four optimal principles. 

Suppose BS knows the locations of all sensors and MSTME runs on BS. Maximum 
Energy principle is satisfied firstly, then CHs (solid dots) formed by MSTME shown 
in Fig. 1 (c) and (d) satisfy Closer, Same Number and Even Location better compared 
with LEACH and BCDCP in Fig. 1 (a) and (b). The number of CHs is greater, the 
MSTME method is better. However, optimal number of CHs is determined by net-
work topology. Six CHs is optimal in two-hop networks according to [10], and nine 
CHs is optimal in multi-hop networks based on simulated annealing algorithm.  

To simulate the network lifetime of MSTME, we implement an energy simulator 
of wireless sensor networks programmed in C/C++. We use a radio power model and 
related parameter values in [10] and a network shown in Fig. 1 with 100 nodes ran-
domly deployed in 100m× 100m. Initial energy resource on each node, the package 
size of data message and BS position are 2J, 20kbits and (25m, 150m), respectively. 

In two-hop networks, Fig. 2 (a) shows TFND in MSTME increases 3.2% of that in 
LEACH and also TAND of MSTME outperforms 3.6% that of LEACH. RTT of 96% 
in MSTME is nearly the same as RTT of 96.4% in LEACH. It means that MSTME 
gets better trade-offs on clusters with even numbers of closer sensors and CHs with 
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more energy resources. In multi-hop networks, Fig. 2 (b) shows TFND in MSTME 
increases 6.4% of that in BCDCP and TAND in MSTME increases 5.6% of that in 
BCDCP. RTT of 98.7% in MSTME is nearly the same as RTT of 98% in BCDCP. 
MSTME performs better because it reduces average energy dissipation of the net-
works while keeps RTT approximately the same as both LEACH and BCDCP. In ad-
dition, it seems that MSTME performs better in Fig. 2 (b) than in Fig. 2 (a), because 
MSTME reduces average transmitting distance of CHs further in multi-hop networks. 

Table 1. MSTME CH Choosing Algorithm 

Step 1: Sensors with more energy resource than average level are selected into CH 
candidates set, S. Then a MST, T, is used to connect all the items in S. Also, sup-
porters of a CH candidate x are those non-candidate sensors that are nearest to x 
among all CH candidates. Compute the number of supporters for each CH candi-
date including candidate itself. 
Step 2 (Initialization): Let the number of split edge nSplit=0, T’=T and S’=S. 
Step 3 (Loop): Find an edge to break T’ into two sub MSTs of T1 and T2 and at the 
same time the nodes in S’ are grouped into two subsets of S1 and S2 respectively 
with the nearest number of supporters in both subsets. Then let nSplit= nSplit +1. 
Step 4 (Termination test): If nSplit>=NCH, go to Step 5. Otherwise, go on splitting 
S1 and S2 in turn. If the number of supporters in S1 (or S2) is more than N/NCH, 
then let S’=S1 and T’=T1 (or S’=S2 and T’=T2). Go to Step 3. 
Step 5: The CH candidate with the most energy resource in each subset is chosen as 
CH. 

 

 
(a)6 CHs in LEACH (b)9 CHs in BCDCP (c)6 CHs in MSTME (d)9 CHs in MSTME 

Fig. 1. Analysis of CH Distribution  
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(a) Two-hop  
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(b) Multi-hop 

Fig. 2. Lifetime in Wireless Sensor Networks 
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3   Conclusions 

MSTME is proposed to cluster sensors optimally in wireless sensor networks. It not 
only reduces the average transmitting distance but also distributes the energy dissipa-
tion evenly in the networks. Simulating of the network lifetime shows MSTME excels 
LEACH and BCDCP in two-hop and multi-hop networks respectively. 
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